Project Description:
The project consists in the design of Naguabo Greenbay Marina in the Naguabo Municipality. This project is composed of several phases that will boost tourism and economy for the area. The phase to be worked out with priority will be the creation of a floating marina located in the area known as, Malecon in Hucales, Naguabo. Currently there exists a small port that limits what would be a tourist attraction and another access to the area. The innovative technology to be used consists of a floating marina dock that is currently used in the United States and Europe. The Floating Marina Concept was integrated in the project to implement creative design and construction in Puerto Rico. In the last few years the East Coast of the island has seen an increase in marina developments. The Naguabo Greenbay Marina can accommodate 44 boat slips for vessels of 36ft and over including mega yachts and 46 parking spaces for visitors.

Objective:
The main purpose of this project is that Naguabo Greenbay Marina will be sustainable and innovative. The Floating Marina will be anchored and shall not be fixed to protect the sea bed. The method to be used to connect the Marina to the seabed is a system called Seaflex that is the most modern and technologically advanced mooring system on the market today, providing secure moorings even under the worst weather conditions. The moorings are self-regulating according to variations in water level, slowly elongates and retracts in a smooth, even movement. With this technological breakthrough this project is implementing modern construction methods applying new types of tourists attractions unique in Puerto Rico and in the Caribbean.

Conclusion:
After the study and analysis of the Naguabo Greenbay Marina project all the objectives proposed were fulfilled. The project design is unique in its nature since there is no other in the Caribbean. It provides new innovation with the floating technology and package plant for the treatment of wastewater. This Seaflex technology has a long life, requires little maintenance and has proved to be very safe. The package plant provides the technology of pre-fabricated structures, simple to operate and requires low manpower & maintenance. The project will promote a new environment for the area, an economic boost and new attractions not only for locals but for tourists. The design, construction, materials and disposal processes that will be implemented are environmental friendly. Also, new methods of construction will be used to accelerate the construction phase and to lower the environmental impact of the project on the district. The project will last approximately 622 days and will cost $23,262,932.23.
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